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Sensus communis or sensus particularis? 

A Social-science Comment 1 

Wim van Binsbergen, Leiden and Rotterdam 

e point of departure in Kant ' s theory of sensus communis2 is what he claims to be the 

subjective necessi ty of the individual 's aesthetic judgment. Such necessity implies that the 

ubject cannot afford to consider his judgment as merely idiosyncrat ic , but has to assume 

at it is shared by all others. A present-day social scientist like myse l f looks with a 

ix ture of profound admirat ion and intense bewilderment at Kant 's argument here. 

1. W h y the social sciences have difficulty appreciat ing Kant ' s theory of aesthetic 

dgment? 

Bewi lderment in the first place. Kant 's critical thought is not an explicit and recognized 

part of the social science canon (however diverse) today. A n y social-science perspective 

on Kant therefore would mean trying to bring Kant in from the outside, inventing w a y s 

of accommodat ing , isolating or annihilating this alien body of thought within a more 

familiar disciplinary framework of social science. Kant w a s unmistakably an influence on 

the founding fathers of the social sciences (Marx, Durkhe im and Weber ) . But the process 

f intra-disciplinary professionalization of the social sciences especially during the first 

alf of the twentieth century has mean t that these sciences have sought to create ever 

greater distance between themselves and older, possibly rival disciplines in academia: 

elles lettres, the arts, history, philosophy. This applies especial ly to the Anglo-Saxon 

social-science tradition which has also prevai led in the Nether lands and Scandinavia , 

rather than to the German and French national social-science traditions. 

For the social scientist it is difficult to conceive that Kant 's critical investigation of 

pure knowledge , practical knowledge , aesthetic and teleological judgment does constitute 

ie foundation and the touchstone of modern thought. For did not Kant wri te a 

hundred years before the social science came under wing? Had Kant therefore not 

inevitably to wri te in an id iom which favours a classical individual-centred rationality, 

Jally without any recognition of the w a y s in which social institutions and social 

processes structure and restrain individual consciousness , impose and warp judgment , 

contaminate it with subconscious reference to groups the social actor would like to 

belong to or from which he seeks in vain to dissociate himself? Wha t wou ld remain of 

it if we tried to rewrite his work in the idiom of today 's social science? Does not a 

neo-Marxis t or functionalist sociology of knowledge , a la M a n n h e i m 3 or Merton, render 

the Kritik der reinen Vernunft as obsolete as its date of original publication would suggest to 

3' serious social scientist, w h o prefers not to cite work more than twenty years old. 
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T h e democra t ic and relativist Tylor ian concept of culture which became s tandard in 

the social sciences, a l though harking back to Herder , did not find a promis ing earlv 

exponent in Kant, a l though via Ge rman Kulturpbilosopbie of around 1900 there w a s a 

direct link wi th M a x Weber . Confronted with the title Culture and practical reason the 

anthropologist thinks not of Kant in Konigsberg but of Marshall Sahl ins in Ch icago . 4 Are 

not the repeated a l lega t ions 0 of racist e lements contained in Kant ' s pre-crit ical work 

sufficient pretext for a social scientist today not to bother with h im any m o r e ? D o e s not 

1M distinction, B o u r d i e u ' s 6 sociological reading of Kritik der Urtei/skraft, contain everything 

which could possibly sai l be worthwhi le in Kant ' s critical assessment of aesthetic 

judgment? For the social scientist the soc io log i s t s reduction inherent in Bourd ieu ' s 

a rgument would not so m u c h constitute a travesty of Kant (as it certainly is from a 

philosophical perspect ive) , but a salvage operation of what little of Kant could still be 

used in the social science of taste today. 

Of course I am slightly exaggerating. One notable exception to the anthropological 

aloofness vis-a-vis Kant has been Man- Douglas , the grand old lady of British 

anthropology, w h o cites h im repeatedly. 7 Moreover , in the most recent decades the social 

sciences, having established themselves securely in acaderrua, have opened up again for 

philosophical inspiration, and this is likely to lead to their renewed appreciat ion of Kant, 

as media ted through phi losophers like J . -F . Lyota rd , G. De leuze , H. Arend t , and S. 

Zizek. 8 

Three e lements in part icular are missing from Kant ' s theory if, str ipped of i ts project as a 

phi losophical theory of t ranscendental ism, i t we re to be reformulated as a mere theory of 

the product ion of the social. 

In the first p lace, as I have already indicated, the strictly rational consc iousness of 

Kant ' s subject m a k e that subject a sociological mons ter if not (as a w h o l e range of 

philosophical crit ique has argued, from Scheler , Freud, Sartre right d o w n to Robin 

Scho t t ) 9 a phi losophical monster . 

Secondly , the communi ty which is impl ied in that subject 's aesthet ic judgment is 

supposed to extend infinitely so as to encompass the whole of mankind , without 

subdivisions of a racial , national , ethnic, regional , professional, class or gender nature. 

Th i s is the only answer Kan t can give i f he is not to m a k e nonsense of h is t ranscendental 

project. However , i f we were to mistake Kant ' s philosophical expose for an empir ical 

description of the social processes of aesthetic product ion and aesthetic recept ion, such a 

v iew of social life wou ld only apply in c losed and homogeneous , totally autarkic local 

communi t ies . Under the designat ion of 'primitive isolates ' , such communi t i e s we re for a 

long t ime paradigmat ic in cultural anthropology, but their exis tence could only be 

postulated as a theoretical possibility. For , part icipating both in her or iginal (usually 
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North Atlantic) communi tv and in a supposedlv isolated local communi ty , her very 

ccess there, and her commut ing between that communi ty and academia , would already 

troduce a plurality of life wor lds , alternatives of exper ience, judgment and truth, into 

that local communi ty 

And of course, closer historical analysis wou ld bring out the fact that, clearly 

sharing in modern mankind ' s genetic make-up , language capabil i t ies , faculties of 

scursive thought, traditions of tool making and food product ion - in a whole range of 

uman achievements less than 40,000 years old - i t could never have been absolutely 

and totally isolated in the first place. Anyway , even marginal ly primit ive isolates have 

'ong been supplanted by peasant communi t ies which , however much inclined to a 

bjective perception of self-sufficiency, would meet the standard anthropological 

definition of being 'part societies with a part culture ' . There is overwhelming empirical 

evidence that in virtually all situations today, humans identi ty with a communi ty which 

thev subsequently perceive as a subset of humani ty , not as the whole of humanity. In 

such a situation the subjective necessity of the subject 's aesthetic judgment creates not 

one clearlv delineated and unequivocal communi ty , but a field of tension: on the one 

hand, in the abstract sense, the subject has to abide by Kant and take his aesthetic 

judgment so absolutely seriously as to imply the whole of mank ind in it; but on the other 

hand , 1 0 the subject cannot a lways ignore the fact that others in his immedia te or remote 

social envi ronment would unavoidably happen to disagree with his judgment , by virtue 

of this opt out of the universal communi ty his judgment has implied, and instead throw 

him back on the awareness of a less than universal judgment backed up by a less than 

universal communi ty . Whether this less than universal communi ty turns out to be based 

on class, gender , regional ties or whatever , its effect is that the sensus communis implied in 

the abstract and absolute judgment , is confronted with a sensus particularism^ impl ied by the 

contrastive, al ternative judgment. In other words , Kant ' s notion of communi ty is too 

monoli thic, and does not take into account the complexi ty and plurali ty of communi t ies , 

identities, reference groups , which are constantly being constructed and discarded in the 

social process . 

Si tuat ing the subject in this kaleidoscopic social process of incessant construction 

and dissolution of multiple communi t ies , immedia te ly brings to mind the third objection: 

not only Kant 's communi ty but also Kant ' s subject is too monoli thic , too much 

mtegrated and consistent, which is in line with the consistent rationality attributed to that 

subject. In social pract ice, i t wou ld not even be correct to say that people are aware of 

the plurality of communi t ies , beyond the one communi ty to which they have commit ted 

themselves totally. In fact, most people turn out to have commit ted themselves to more 

than one communi ty , cherishing several identit ies in that connexion, in such a way that 

each identity is ei ther activated or latent depending on the social expectat ions and 
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pressures to which the person is subjected in a part icular place and at a part icular place. 

T h e recognit ion of shifting and plural social identi t ies united in one and the same person, 

and alternately act ivated according to the different specific roles which this individual 

p lays , in the course of a life, a year , even a day , would render the step be tween aesthetic 

judgment and communi ty rather less compel l ing and unequivocal than Kant suggests. 

Constantly aware of alternatives in onesel f because of the non-monoli thic nature of the 

self wi th its many social roles and m a y at tending communi t ies in which to play these 

roles, the sense of communi ty genera ted by implicat ion on the basis of aesthetic 

judgment is likely to be less than total. 

Admit ted ly , to some extent the awareness of mul t ip le , incomplete ly integrated 

identi t ies united in the same person is typically an achievement of pos tmodern social 

science reflecting on pos tmodern society. However , multiplicity of roles and social 

contexts , and the awareness of al ternat ives, is demonst rably a feature which all societies 

display in varying degrees ; postmoderni ty may have helped us to perceive this feature, 

but has not entirely created it. 

2. W h a t Kant has yet to offer to the social sciences 

If I wou ld have stopped here, I wou ld never have made the grade from social scientist to 

philosopher. Bu t in addit ion to bewi lderment , there is profound admira t ion of Kant ' s 

position. Social scientists of my generat ion were early in their careers exposed to 

Popper ' s Logic of scientific discovery as the pa roxysm of epis temological sophis t icat ion; 1 2 we 

we re scarcely aware of the book ' s being rooted in continental German- language 

phi losophy, let a lone of its major indebtedness to Kant despite the shift from syntheuc 

to analytic a priori. Read ing Kant after Popper is an overwhelming intellectual and 

aesthetic exper ience , l ike steering a rel iable small ship out from the river and onto the 

open sea. Admit tedly , Kant ' s wor ld is that of the conscious rational subject, and he can 

scarcely m a k e the concept of the social and the meta-subject ive, the super-organic, work 

for h im. 

Bu t whereas the discovery and scientific art iculation of the social can be said to 

have been the fundamental project and meri t of the social sciences, this has usually led to 

a reductionist reification best exemplif ied with Durkhe im ' s undeservedly famous adage 

'Les faits sociaux sont des chose s . ' 1 3 Wel l , we k n o w that social facts i.e. insti tutions and 

the institutional facts ( S e a r l e ) 1 4 they create , are not things of the same order of tangible 

reality as a rock, a petal , a baby, a farmhouse, a microcomputer . On the contrary, social 

facts are merely invisible, l anguage-based ne tworks of social relat ionships, wh ich have an 

impact on our l ives because they w e a v e for us the social i l lusion as taken for granted , as 
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inescapable even, suggest ing at the level of our subjective consc iousness a dist inct p lane 

of institutional reality hover ing over us , one elusive quan tum leap away from what is very 

much the wor ld of Kant ' s critical project: our individual knowledges , evaluat ions , 

motivat ions and actions. Methodological mcl iv idual i sm 1 3 has repeatedly reminded us that 

the social sciences, despi te their vo luminous output of social descript ion, theory and 

method over more than a hundred years , have far from solved the fundamental p rob lem 

of h o w precisely to account for the forms and transformations of the social on the basis 

of its being genera ted in the context of individual consc iousness and action. P a r s o n s 1 6 

has m a d e us unders tand that the fundamental and unsolved p rob lem of the social 

sciences has a lways been: how is society possible. On this point Kant ' s suggest ion in Kritik der 

Urteilskraft deserves to make a fresh impact on the social sciences. In -addition to Marx ' s 

relations of product ion; Durkhe im ' s collective representa t ions ; 1 7 and Weber ' s subtle 

analyses of rationality, authority, power , class as lifestyle, and above all the social 

circulation of mean ing - Kant 's v iew of the social as necessari ly impl ied in the aesthetic 

judgment looks for the social in a novel direction hitherto largel}' over looked by the 

social sciences. For as I have indicated, in their professionalizing en t renchment the social 

sciences have lost, among other things, the capability of a sophist icated, non-reduct ionis t 

discourse on art. 

Wha t if i t were true that not product ion (Marx) , the sacred (Durkhe im) or mean ing 

(Weber ) , but beauty could be a rgued to play a major role in social life? Bu t no , that 

would be another reduct ionism. Let us instead be content if a perspect ive on aesthetic 

judgment could at least suggest some additional insight into the social, wh ich , along with 

truth, death, love, birth, and G o d ranks among the central mys te r ies of mankind . 

The complementa ry perspect ive has already presented itself: if I have suggested in 

this section what the social sciences might yet derive from Kant , in the previous , critical 

sociological section I have suggested three specific points in which present-day social-

science insights w o u l d have something to contr ibute to an a t tempt to take Kant ' s theory 

of sensus communis into the third mil lennium: the non-rational d imens ions of the individual 

consciousness; the plurality of communi t ies ; and the plural and situational nature of 

personal identity. 

3. The Nkoya people and their Kazanga festival: symbolic product ion and sensus communis 

in wes tern central Zambia 

Let us try to bring these general considerat ions to life in the course of an excurs ion to 

w e s t e r n Zambia , whe re we are going to examine a social context for the product ion, 

experience and judgment of art, specifically mus ic and d a n c e . 1 8 
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MY case s t u d y " concerns an ethnic association in modern Zambia , and its annual 

festival. The African people w h o m I vicariously present as the subjects of my argument 

in majority identify as belonging to a nation called 'Nkoya ' . They are invariably non-

academic ians , many are semi-literate of even illiterate, and any rendering of their ideas in 

terms of contemporary global academic discourse would have to be largely based on an 

externalizing anthropological hermeneut ics to be applied to their forms of social and 

political action, organizat ion, and symbolic production. In over a quar ter of a century of 

close association and participation I believe I have unders tood something of h o w they 

construct their l ife-world on the basis of notions of communi ty which have both arustic 

and political aspects. 

In the vil lages in the early 1970s, I w a s at first deeply impressed, and sought 

successfully to engage myself, in the Nkoya sensus communis. By that time Nkoyaland was 

ethnically and culturally highly homogeneous The chief, his council and the village 

headmen had a tight gr ip on day-to-day vil lage life, wh ich further revolved on the 

succession of the agricultural, hunting and fishing seasons. Kinship festivals (girl 's 

initiation ceremonies , weddings , inheri tance ceremonies , funerals) and healing cults 

offered frequent opportunit ies for all vil lagers to engage in musical and dancing activities 

within a circle of equals who were long-ume associates, speaking the same language and 

liking the same songs and drum rhythms. Not only w a s e v e n - Nkoya adult and child a 

competent and frequent musical performer. Adminis t ra tors , educationalists and 

development workers in the district entertained, not without grounds , the stereotype of 

Nkoya children staying away from school in order to dance and make music. A n d in fact 

musical expertise w a s such that throughout western Zambia royal orchestras we re staffed 

by Nkoya music ians singing Nkoya praise-songs their royal audience could not even 

understand. Improvised jesting songs were the id iom to exercise social control and to 

articulate competi t ion between kin groups. Nkoya peasant society w a s by no means a 

primitive isolate, but the sense of communi ty celebrated in these expressions w a s inner-

directed, neither addressing strangers nor being chal lenged. In the vi l lages, being Nkoya 

w a s virtually synonymous with being human, and with the very great emphas is on music 

and dance made Nkoya society, in retrospect, appear as a textbook illustration (duly 

bowdlensed for social-science consumption) of Kant ' s theory of sensus communis. 

By the end of the 1980s however this situation had considerably changed and I 

became aware that my earlier appreciation of Nkoya life in terms of an aesthetically-

underpinned sensus communis had given way to one in which sensus particularis had become 

far more conspicuous . Class formation, the local emergence of commerc ia l farming and 

the opening up of the region for modern political relat ions, had pushed the t ime-

honoured ways of generating sensus communis through music and dance to the 

background. Instead of being taken for granted, being l ived, at the many festive 
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moments of village life, music and dance were n o w predominant ly performed at a brand-

new annual festival, before an audience largely consisting of ethnic and cultural strangers. 

Aesthet ics were still involved, but i t n o w combined m u c h more clearly sensus communis 

with sensus particularis, where Nkoya specificity w a s explicitly media ted , as a minori ty 

expression of great aesthetic value, to the outside wor lds recognized to be commi t t ed to 

other identi t ies than the Nkoya one, and to have other aesthetic judgments than those 

prevail ing in the t ime-honoured thatched men ' s shelters, ki tchens, hunter ' s camps and 

king 's councils , of the Nkoya . 

What had happened? In western Zambia a large number of e thnic identi t ies 

circulate, among which that of the Lozi (Barotse) is dominant because of its association 

with the Luyana state. The latter had its pre-colonial c la ims conf i rmed and even 

expanded with the establ ishment of colonial rule in 1900, resulting in the Barotse land 

Protectorate, which initially coincided with North Weste rn Rhodesia , and after Zambia ' s 

independence (1964) b e c a m e that country ' s Wes te rn Province. Lozi a r rogance , l imi ted 

access to educat ion and to markets , and the influence of a fundamental is t Christ ian 

mission, st imulated a process of ethnic awakening. As from the middle of the twentieth 

cen tun ' more and more people in eastern Barotseland and adjacent a reas c a m e to 

identify as 'Nkoya ' . In addit ion to the Nkoya language, and to a few cultural traits 

recognized as proper to the Nkoya (even if these traits have a m u c h wide r d i s t n b u a o n in 

the region) , royal 'chiefs ' , al though incorporated in the Lozi aristocracy, have consti tuted 

major condensat ion points of this identity. The usual pattern of migrant labour and 

urban-rural migrat ion endowed this identity with an urban component , whose most 

successful representat ives dist inguished themselves from their rural N k o y a nat ionals in 

terms of educat ion, income and active participation in national polit ics. Whi le the Lozi 

cont inued to be cons idered as the ethnic enemies , a second major t h e m e in Nkoya 

ethnicity w a s to emerge: the quest for political and economic articulation with the national centre, 

by-passing the Lozi whose dominance at the district and provincial level dwind led only 

slowly. In this articulation process the chiefs ( lacking educat ion, e conomic and political 

power, and being the pnsoners of court protocol) could only fulfil a symbol ic function. 

The main task fell to the urban Nkoya 'e l i te ' (in fact mainly lower- and midd le - range civil 

sen-ants and salaried workers ) , and with this task in mind the most p rominen t among 

them formed the Kazanga Cultural Associa t ion in the earl) ' 1980s, In subsequent years , 

this association has provided an urban reception structure for prospect ive migrants , has 

contributed to Nkoya Bible translation and the publication of ethno-historical texts, has 

assumed a considerable role at the royal courts next to the traditional royal counci l s , and 

within vanous political part ies and publicity media has campaigned against the Lozi and 

for the Nkoya cause. The associat ion's main achievement , however , has been the annual 

organization (since 1988) of the Kazanga festival, in the course of wh ich a large audience 
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( including Zambian national dignitaries, the four N k o y a royal chiefs, Nkoya nationals 

and outsiders) , for two days is treated to a complete ove rv iew of Nkoya songs, dances 

and staged rituals. Of course what we have here is a form of bricolage and of invention 

of tradition: not only is today 's wider socio-polit ical context (dominated by 

intercontinental financial institutions via the postcolonial state; and by global convent ions 

of commodi ty style in clothing, music etc. as media ted by radio, television, books and 

magaz ines ) , i t wou ld have been impossible to complete ly revive the nineteenth-century 

Kazanga harvest festival, which comprised not several but only one royal, and not just 

the pour ing of sacrificial l ibations in the form of h o m e - m a d e beer, but also the 

immolat ion of human slaves. 

Even though present-day Kazanga is not a faithful copy of the original model , few 

local people notice the difference because the festival had not been held for close to a 

century. It is not exactly an academic notion of authenticity which bothers the closely-

packed c rowds of local spectators, the great majority of them native speakers of the 

Nkoya language , identifying with the Nkoya ethnic identi ty, - people whose National 

Registrat ion Card lists the name of one of the Nkoya traditional rulers as their chief, and 

the area of his jurisdiction as their rural home. W h e n one mingles with these c rowds , 

there cannot be the slightest doubt that many of these spectators exper ience great beauty 

when , in accordance with the Kazanga festival's p rog ramme , i tem after i tem of 'Nkoya 

traditional culture ' , i.e. ntual and ceremonial music and dance , is being performed. 

People shout and cry in excitement, point out nice details to each other, and shed tears. 

M a n y rock their bodies inadvertently to the familiar mus ic wh ich the local musicians 

(most of them mere boys) play on their v i l lage-made xylophones and drums. Many 

appear to be uncomfortable with the role of passive, incompetent spectator to which the 

tight orchestration by the festival's leadership reduces them, and they occasionally join in 

the singing and the dancing as if this were not a annual festival recorded by the media , 

but s imply a vil lage ceremony like the scores of such ceremonies in which I participated 

during local fieldwork a few decades ago. 

It is the interplay between sensus communis and sensusparticularis which consti tutes the 

Kazanga festival's most striking characteristic. 

Certainly the newly revived festival does operate on the basis of an unbounded 

inclusiveness: not only member s of the Nkoya ethnic g roup , but all other locals are 

w e l c o m e , as well as ethnic strangers residing at the district capital , officers and soldiers 

from the nearby army barracks (who at other t imes are considered a public nuisance 

because of their unquenchable sexual appeti tes) , regional entrepreneurs and petty 

poli t icians, civil servants, medical personnel , miss ionar ies , and perhaps a few tourists; 

some of the obvious outsiders stand out not only by their expens ive attire but also by 

their exotic , Whi t e somatic features. T w o kinds of outs iders are especially we lcome . 
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There are, in the first place, representat ives of the national media w h o (after many 

decades w h e n the Nkoya identity and its language were totally excluded from national 

media and from educat ional institutions) since the festival's inception in 1988 have giving 

it a broad media coverage, and thus have greatly boosted ethnic pride and national 

recognition. A n d secondly, national-level poli t icians, including a handful of Cabinet 

ministers and junior ministers , have from the inception formed the guests of honour at 

the Kazanga festival, they are g roomed and pampered dunng even- minute of their visit, 

and the obvious goal is to trade the immater ia l expressive product ion of the festival 

(music, dance , art, beauty) for more tangible tokens of special attention from the national 

political centre: development projects enhancing collective access to income, markets , 

commodi t ies ; ethnic recognition to make up for a century of humiliat ion at the hand of 

the Lozi w h o were privi leged by the colonial state; and individual patronage for the 

Kazanga leadership themselves. 

This inclusiveness carries a hidden message which may well be explicit ised in terms 

of sensus communis. For if the Nkoya performers , producers and spectators of the Kazanga 

festival p rog ramme would not be convinced that what w a s a powerful source of artful 

beauty to them (Nkoya music and dance) could also be communica ted and admired 

across the boundar ies of Nkoya ethnic identity, by ethnic and cultural s trangers, the 

whole idea of the Kazanga festival as an exchange of performance for development 

benefits would be defeated. Clearly, i f the Nkoya experience their music and ceremonies 

as beautiful, this implies to some extent that they take these to be beautiful for all of 

mankind. 

N o w for the sensus particularis aspect. In terms of admission to the festival and 

enjoyment of its performances , there is a formal al l- inclusiveness — provided the 

strangers remain strangers, and by their very presence enable the Nkoya to articulate 

themselves in their ethnic, linguistic and cultural identity. There is an emphat ic 

part icularism w h e n it comes to production. There is not the slightest invitation to the 

strangers to cross the boundary between Nkoya and non-Nkoya: they are not jokingly 

drawn into the dancing groups, are not presented with honorary' Nkoyahood , there is 

even no at tempt to introduce them to the specific local background knowledge needed 

in order to unders tand and appreciate the rich performative repertoire. A m o n g the 

performers and producers only those are a l lowed w h o are socially recognized as Nkoya , 

who speak the N k o y a language (though not necessari ly as a first l anguage) , can claim 

descent (socially recognized descent, at least, not necessari ly biological) from at least one 

Nkoya parent, and is conversant with the details of N k o y a life at the level of family life, 

product ive activities, chieftainship and its history, puberty ceremonies , hunt ing and 

healing ritual. Contrary to the Kazanga festival in the nineteenth century (when it w a s an 

exclusive celebrat ion of one royal incumbent ' s power among her or his subjects) the 
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present-day festival is outward- looking in that it would be pointless if exclusively 

performed among ethnic insiders — hence it implies the generat ion of sensus communis. At 

the same t ime the festival hinges on the creation of a boundary be tween ethnic and 

cultural insiders and outsiders , it presents performances whose raison d'etre for the 

performers is not only that they are beautiful but also that they are 'ours ' (the 

performers ' ) and not ' theirs ' (not the outsider spectators ') . In the Kazanga festival the 

dissociation be tween the Nkoya insiders and their outsider guests is emphat ical ly 

constructed. Kazanga art iculates sensus communis in tension with emphat ic tension with 

sensus particularis. 

4. The Kazanga festival and constraints of artistic production: identify, commodif icat ion, 

and embodiment 

Another thing becomes clear when we consider the Kazanga festival as a focus of artistic 

production. The music and dance they produce, and the image of the traditional ruler 

which is at the centre of the fesuval performances (for Kazanga is a t ransformed royal 

festival, which may ult imately derive from the ancient Egypt ian sed festival), are in its 

present form modern constructs and not t ime-honoured givens of a local cultural 

repertoire of the longue dure'e. Nor could they very well be, since the e thnonym Nkoya 

itself is less than a century old. Kazanga is part of the construct ion of an ethnic identity -

sensus particularis is at its very heart. 

4.1. Production of identity in the Katanga festival 

The Kazanga fesuval revolves around the mediat ion of the local Nkoya identity towards 

the national, and by implicat ion wor ld-wide space, - a mediat ion which is to t ransmute 

the local symbolic product ion (one has hardly any other products eligible for exchange 

with the outside wor ld) into a measure of political and economic power via access to the 

national centre. Bes ides the selection and presentation of culture, this involves the 

transformation of culture: the Kazanga festival has the appearance of presenting i tems of 

traditional Nkoya cul ture, but in fact all these elements have been largely transformed 

towards a performative format, orchestrated, directed, rehearsed, subjected to the 

streamlining ordering by an organizing elite and its mobil izing and mediat ing ambit ions. 

The models for this performative format derive from radio, television, the wor ld of 

Christian missions, agricultural shows, state intervention in national ethnic artistic 

production through music and dance, and intercontinental pop media culture. 
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The Nkoya identity which is thus put on display, is not only recent and situational, 

but also 'v i r tua l ' , 2 0 in the sense that it does not at all coincide any more with what the 

participating and performing vil lagers do experience as the self-evident ordering (in 

terms of space, t ime and social relations) of village life, in whose context superficially 

similar (but on closer scrutiny fundamentally different) truly historic forms of symbolic 

product ion are engaged in which might be more properly termed 'Nkoya traditional 

culture ' . The artistic product ion during the Katanga fesuval is somehow suspended in the 

air. Yet (or perhaps precisely because these features) i t is passionately accla imed among 

the very representat ives of such part icularisms. It goes through the mot ions of sensus 

communis in order to bring about both sensus communis and its opposite, sensus particularis. 

4.2. Commoditijication in the Katanga festival 

Artistic presentat ion in the context of the Kazanga festival has become a form of 

commodit if icat ion. The performative format anticipates on the expectat ions of the 

visiting non-Nkoya elite, and has to produce goodwil l and rapprochement , some sort of 

symbolic ready cash, to be effective within the wider wor ld of political and economic 

power which is represented by these dignitaries. There is also more tangible cash 

involved: the performers are paid a little for their services. Moreover the performances 

take place in a context which is increasingly dominated by characterist ic commodi t ies 

from the global consumeris t culture of reference: supported - and this is absolutely 

unheard of in the vi l lages - by public address systems, while all royal protocol has to give 

in to the urge, among those possessing tape recorders , photo cameras , and v ideo 

cameras , to ' record ' the event - an act most characterist ic of our electronic age and of 

the possibilities of individually reproduced and consumed, virtual and vicar ious 

exper ience it entails. The standardisation of a commodit i f ied artistic product ion is also 

borne out by the emphas is (which is in absolute contradict ion with historic vil lage 

patterns) on identical movement s according to neat geometnca l pat terns, the avoidance 

of 'offensive' bodily movement s particularly in the body zones singled out by Christ ian 

prudery, and in the identical uniforms of the members of the main dancing troupes. Th e 

representat ives of the urban Kazanga troupe moreover advert ise themselves through 

exceptional commodi t ies such as shoes (which are not only expensive, but offensive and 

impractical in village dancing) , expensive coiffures, sun glasses and identical T-shirts 

impnnted for the occasion. The commodit if icat ion e lement is finally manifest in the 

separation - extremely unusual in this rural society - be tween 

passive, cul ture-consuming spectators, w h o explicitly are not supposed to join in the 

singing and dancing, 
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• the producers (who clearly act not by their own initiative — as in the vil lage — but 

as they have been told), and 

• the supervising elite (who in their turn single themselves out through such 

commodi t ies as formal jackets and ties). 

4.3. Embodiment in the Katanga festival 

Even under the performative format Kazanga has no choice but to present the Nkova 

identity (recently constructed as it clearly is , and even reduced to virtuali ty in the 

commodit i f ied and invented context of the festival) as inscribed onto the very bodies of 

those who define themselves socially as the bearers of that identity, and w h o express i t 

through their bodily manifestations in mus ic , song and attire. The performance embodies 

the identity and renders it communicab le in an appropriate format, even to an outside 

wor ld where , before the creation of Kazanga in its present form, that identity did not 

m e a n anything of positive value. The stress on uniformity of the performers and their 

actions paradoxical ly creates both 

• an illusion of being identical — which diss imulates actual class differences (for each 

dance troupe again represents the entire Nkoya nation as a who le ) , and 

• a sense of distinction — for very visibly, the urban elite 's t roupe is 'more equal ' than 

the other performers, and than the spectators. 

In this incorporative context one also bor rows from a repertoire which has certainly not 

been commodit i f ied even though it is performative. Dressed in leopard skins, a round the 

temples a royal ornament of Conus shells, and brandishing an antique execut ioner 's axe 

(all these attributes - regalia, in fact - have n o w become non-commodi t ies , pertaining to a 

royal circuit that in the present time no longer engages in long-distance trade as it did 

dur ing the nineteenth century) , an aged royal chief, with vir tuoso accompaniment from a 

hereditary honorary d rummer of the same age (he has a lways been far above performing 

with the state-subsidised royal orchestra in the routine court contexts) , performs the old 

Royal Dance which since the end of the nineteenth century w a s hardly seen any more in 

this region. At the c l imax the king (for that is what he shows himself to be at this point) 

kneels down and drinks directly from a hole in the g round where beer has been poured 

out for his royal ancestors — the patrons of at least his part of the Nkoya nation, impl ied 

to share in the deeply emotional cheers from the audience. A n d young w o m e n w h o have 

long been through gir ls ' puberty initiation, perform that ritual 's final dance , wi thout any 

signs of the appropriate stage fnght and modes ty , and with their too mature breasts 

against all tradition not bare but tucked into conspicuous whi te bras. Yet despi te this 
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performative artificiality their sublime bodily movement s , wh ich in this case are far from 

censored, approach the vi l lage-based original sufficiently close to bring the spectators, 

men as well as w o m e n , to ecstatic expressions of a recognized and shared identity. In the 

midst of sensus particularis as der ived from the performance of reified, and commodit i f ied 

music and dance before strangers (non-locals, non-peasants , non-Nkoya) , yet outburst of 

sensus communis confirm and restore a sense of identity which one feared had been lost 

with the advent of development , class and modern polit ics, in the course of the latest 

decades . 

Obviously such concepts as 'commodit i f icat ion ' and ' t ransformative selection' , 

however important , do not tell the whole story, and even after the recreat ion of Nkoya 

culture in the Kazanga format enough reason for enthus iasm and identification is left for 

us not to be too cynical about the levels of virtuality, unauthentici ty, and performativity 

which are reached in Kazanga , and in many comparable situations of globalizing 

symbolic product ion in Africa today. Lost is certainly the taken for granted sense of 

authenticity of the celebrat ions of music and dance which only a few decades ago were 

incorporated in the rhythm of vil lage life and in which all vi l lagers freely joined in as 

competent fel low-performers instead of being reduced to passive and inhibited 

spectators. Sensus communis is n o w offset much more not iceably against a performative 

and ethnically divisive sensus particularis. But perhaps this is partly an optical illusion: 

perhaps I have not searched too closely for manifestat ions of sensus particularis also at the 

village level, a few decades ago. Nor are the peregrinat ions of sensus communis and sensus 

particularis fully predictable , and capable of being relegated to a reductionist au tomat ism, 

as my closing vignette may well indicate. 

O n e moonl i t night in the mid-1990s , I returned to the land of N k o y a after a few 

months ' absence. Th e last part of the journey had, as usual , to be comple ted on foot. 

The pale sandy paths across the forested savannah g leamed up under the full m o o n as if 

purposely i l luminated, and we al lowed ourselves to follow these paths to where distant 

xylophone music attracted our attention. We finally found a score of ten-year olds having 

a nocturnal party. As usually they passed the night wi thout any parental supervision, and 

without any food or drink. But they frantically and expert ly p layed their musical 

instruments , and danced ecstatically to the tune, not of t ime-honoured vi l lage songs, but 

of the purposely composed and orchestrated, politically and ethnical ly inspired songs 

which half a year earlier had blasted from the loudspeakers at the Kazanga festival — in 

other words to the manifestat ions of commodit if icat ion and sensus particularis in t roduced 

above. Wha t we were witnessing that night w a s a form of re-appropriat ion of a local 

product which had in the process shifted its emphas is from predominant ly sensus 

communis to a mixture of the latter wi th sensus particularis, and hence had lost all chances of 

retaining authenticity. A n d yet the Kazanga songs were regaining in the acts of these 
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chi ldren a new authenticity, as no truly ' traditional ' , unchanged i tem of local culture 

could ever aspire to. The children were negoUating the tension be tween sensus communis 

and sensus particularis m. their own, effective way. 

5. Envoi 

The plurality of communi t ies and identit ies as perceived and lived by individuals in 

society is the point of departure of intercultural philosophy. Is this plurality a mere 

surface illusion, under which the fundamental unity of mank ind lurks as a truer reality? 

Or is , on the contrary, the thought of boundless communi ty in the face of the empirical 

fact of the incessant social construction of boundar ies and dist inctions, a mere escape 

from social reality into the ivory tower (or shall we say, the Konigsberg) of philosophical 

abstraction? More likely, it is the development of tools to think and negotiate the field of 

tension between plurality and unity, be tween boundar ies and their dissolution, which 

consti tutes the true mission of intercultural philosophy. Probably this tension is 

analogous to the tension between phi losophy and empirical social science. I have argued 

that greater insight in these central quest ions of the human condit ion may be gained if 

we let ourselves be guided both by Kant ' s theory of sensus communis, and by such 

correct ions and addit ions as present-day social sciences would suggest in this connection: 

stressing non-rational aspect of the person, the plurality of identit ies and groups and the 

shifting nature of identity, in short, offsetting sensus communis against its Manichaean 

counterpart , sensus particularis. We stand to gain, not if we deny the tension, ignore the 

difference between a present-day social science perspect ive and Kant ' s philosophy, but 

admit their complementar i ty and seek to posit ion ourselves within the tension they 

generate between them. 

As someone who , for most of his adult life, has combined the detached 

investigation of Nkoya society - with my own commit ted part icipation in it as a member , I 

detect another analogy here: the tension be tween analytical dis tancing and participant 

engagement may be peculiar to the anthropologist 's exceptional professional role, yet at 

the same time is only another manifestation of the same field of tension. Acknowledging 

the tension amounts to an admission of the legi t imacy of both of the polar position 

between which the tension is generated; that surely is a more promis ing strategy than by 

all means seeking to resolve the tension by privileging one of the consti tuent poles. 
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Islam and Global Dialogue 

Yasin Ceylan, Ankara 

Man by nature seeks consensus. But the means he manipula tes for this end do not a lways 

serve the purpose. H u m a n history is full of momen tous events whereby certain 

individuals or groups have endeavoured to effect an agreement but the consequences of 

these events have far exceeded the innocence of their initiators. Rel ig ions or belief 

systems have a lways occupied a significant place in man ' s struggle for consensus . S o m e 

contemporary intellectuals have stressed the importance of interrel igious communica t ion 

to the degree that wi thout a factual understanding be tween the adherents of var ious 

world rel igions, they claim, the future of mankind will remain under threat. 1 

However , i t is ironic that despite persistent a t tempts by the adherents of many 

religions in history, to implement a universal belief system for all humani ty , a c o m m o n 

ground for intercultural dialogue was first brought into reality-, though not at a desired 

level, by secular states and institutions in the last two centuries , in which period religious 

assertions and differences were put aside. The proponents of secular ism were arguing 

that all medieval rel igious strife was finally over, and that humani ty w a s at the verge of a 

new era, w h e n scientific inquiry was the new occupat ion of the minds . Al l obstacles 

between man and the knowledge of nature were at last el iminated. This knowledge was 

further idealized and imbued with a semi-rel igious zeal, which w a s termed as scienflsm, a 

substitute for the abandoned bel iefs . 2 

But the hopes at tached to this new phenomenon were not fulfilled. Happiness 

and peacefulness of mind as ends for mankind have not yet been achieved. So a new 

attempt of search for a better system has n o w arisen, and many publicat ions from both 

Western and non-Weste rn countnes are appearing. The c o m m o n themes in all these 

works are that the heydays of moderni ty are over, and that a m o v e m e n t of 

deconstruct ivism is already underway. The name which commonly used for this n e w era 

is pos tmodern i sm. 3 

In this n e w period a considerable interest has been aroused for var ious social 

matters , among which traditions and belief systems that make the crux of wor ldv iews , 

are the most discussed issues. Moreover , certain religious m o v e m e n t s both in the Mus l im 

and the Christian wor lds are other indications that the o ld-abandoned beliefs for the sake 

of moderni ty are reappear ing and that all reservations against non-scientific mat ters 

adopted during moderni ty are no longer at work. 

Another characterist ic of this new beginning is that scholars have begun to 

notice that the subjugation of social studies to the methodology of scientific inquiry is 

wrong. Therefore, social mat ters where human beings are agents but not physical objects, 

require a methodology of their own. This new approach to social phenomena which is 


